
Flexible, Powerful Merchant Due Diligence Solution
G2 Web Services is able to tailor a boarding program works for you. If you are just 
getting started, we can build a program with smaller monthly minimums. And set up 
is easy, start using our secure, online portal today or work with our team to implement 
the convenient API. 

Predict Merchant Profitability with G2 Compass Score
Score every merchant with the G2 Compass Score to predict profitability and future 
risk. Developed by analyzing the behavior of millions of merchants, this predictive 
score helps you decide which merchants to board based on how profitable they will 
be. It queries data from multiple sources to investigate your merchant’s connections 
and risk history, digging deep into 11+ years of merchant risk history that is only 
available from G2. Get the Compass Score via API for a more integrated, streamlined 
boarding process.

Compass Score® provides a simple, easy-to-analyze score that helps you quickly board more 
merchants. The score returned is a powerful risk assessment tool that provides increased operational 
efficiency and further mitigates your merchant risk.

Gain information about your merchant that’s not available anywhere else. 
Data points include:
• Violations of previous banks’ policies & card network rules

• Sale of illegal and brand-damaging goods

• Links to disreputable merchants

• Previous account terminations by banks or processors

• And much more!

Global Boarding Starter Kit  
A Customizable Suite of Due Diligence Solutions

G2 Global Boarding helps you 
conduct better due diligence 
at boarding. Global Boarding 
uses the G2 Merchant Map®, an 
extensive database of merchant 
risk history comprised of 11+ 
years of industry data, analysis 
and merchant monitoring for 
top global financial institutions. 
Make more informed boarding 
decisions and collect the best 
data possible with Global 
Boarding’s comprehensive 
merchant risk checks.

What can Global Boarding 
do for you?
Streamline boarding for faster, 
more informed boarding 
decisions.

Increase due diligence efficiency 
by outsourcing costly, time-
consuming boarding tasks.

Predict future merchant 
profitability to board better 
merchants and grow revenue.
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About G2 Web Services
G2 Web Services is a global information company that uses technology and analyst 
expertise to help banks, processors and their partners ensure safer and more profitable 
commerce. Clients representing over half of merchant outlets globally use G2’s 
solutions to identify bad actors and keep them out of the payments system. Banks, 
processors and their partners use G2’s data, tools and expertise to perform better due 
diligence and monitoring so they can grow their portfolios while taking on acceptable 
risk. Widely regarded as the market leader, G2 helps clients confidently handle known 
and unknown threats, and manage changing rules and regulations.

In-Depth Analysis from Additional Global Boarding Risk Checks
In addition to the G2 Compass Score, choose from additional risk checks to dive deeper into the history of your merchant, 
including:

• Content Compliance Review: An analyst-led review of your merchant’s website to identify any content that violates the law, 
card network regulations or your terms of service. Recommended as a key complement to the G2 Compass Score. Automated 
Content Risk check now available via API.

• Industry Background Report: Reviews the principals identified in your merchant application data against industry watch lists.

• Business Policies Inspection: This analyst-driven report compares the provided merchant data with onsite contact, billing, 
and corporate data. Recommended for any known multiple website / merchant account holders and continuity merchants.

• Service Provider Analysis: An analyst-led review of the third-party service providers supporting your merchant. The report 
identifies all registered, unregistered, and high-risk third parties, based on card network registration databases and the G2 
Merchant Map. 

Homepage Screenshot: G2 automatically 
captures a screenshot of the website’s 
homepage for validation purposes.

Merchant Violation History: Checks to determine whether the business contact and 
address information provided by your merchant matches information from previously 
monitored merchants with Violations/pViolations and TOS (deceptive marketing and 
tickets & events) violations.


